1. Introduction 1.1. The problem. Let f be a cuspidal newform for Γ 1 (N ) with weight k ≥ 2 and character ε. There are well-established methods for computing such forms using modular symbols, see [Ste07] . Let π f be the corresponding automorphic representation of the adèle group GL 2 (A Q ). (As there are numerous possible normalisations, we shall recall the construction in section 2.1 below.) This representation decomposes as a restricted tensor product over all places v of Q:
where π f,v is an irreducible admissible representation of GL 2 (Q v ). The isomorphism class of the infinite component π f,∞ is determined by the weight k alone: it is the unique discrete series subrepresentation of the representation constructed via unitary induction from the character
sgn(t 1 ) k of the Borel subgroup of GL 2 (R) [Gel75, prop. 5.21] . Similarly, the component π f,p for a prime p ∤ N is the unramified principal series with Satake parameters equal to the roots of the polynomial X 2 − a p X + ε(p)p k−1 . We are led naturally to the following problem: of characteristic zero, let σ(π p ) be the corresponding two-dimensional Frobeniussemisimple Weil-Deligne representation of Q p under the Hecke correspondence. The Hecke correspondence is a modification of the local Langlands correspondence which has the convenient property of being invariant under automorphisms of the coefficient field; see [Car86] , §0.5. If the coefficient field is the λ-adic field E λ , where λ does not divide p, there is a further correspondence σ(π p ) → σ λ (π p ) between Frobenius-semisimple Weil-Deligne representations and continuous Frobenius-semisimple represtations Gal(Q p /Q p ) → GL 2 (E λ ) due to Grothendieck; c.f. [Tat79] .
Let f be a cusp form as above. Carayol's theorem states that σ λ (π p,f ) agrees with the restriction of ρ f,λ to Gal(Q p /Q p ). Therefore if one has access to π f,p as in Problem 1.1 one could also compute ρ f,λ | Gal(Q p /Qp) , at least if one has an explicit construction of the Hecke correspondence.
Our approach is as follows. When π f,p is a principal series or special repesentation of G = GL 2 (Q p ), the problem is not difficult: In these cases the isomorphism class of π f,p is determined by the pth Fourier coefficient of f and those of its twists by an explicit set of Dirichlet characters of p-power conductor. We are therefore reduced to the case of π f,p supercuspidal. Here π f,p is of the form Ind Given an eigenform f ∈ S k (Γ 1 (N ), ε), we define a function φ f on G A by
for γ ∈ G Q , g ∞ ∈ G + ∞ , and k 0 ∈ K 0 . This is well-defined, since G Q ∩ G The function φ f in fact lies in the space A 0 (ω) of automorphic forms on G A of central character ω; see [Gel75, §3] . We define π f to be the linear span of the right translates of f under G A ; then π f is an admissible smooth representation of G A . If f is an eigenform, then it is well known that this representation is irreducible and decomposes as a restricted tensor product
2.2. New vectors. Let us fix a prime p, and let G = GL 2 (Q p ). We recall a theorem of Casselman on smooth representations of G: Definition 2.4. With the notation of Thm. 2.2, the conductor of π is r = r(π), and a new vector for π is v.
One checks easily that the space of new vectors is preserved by the endomorphism
.
Since the space of new vectors is one-dimensional, we must have T p v = λv for some scalar λ. We define λ(π) to be this scalar.
Smooth irreducible representations of G (other than the trivial 1-dimensional representations factoring through the determinant) fall into three classes, which we summarise in Table 1 below (see for instance [BH06, §9.11])
Class
Notation Conductor Central char. 
The representation denoted π(χ 1 , χ 2 ) is the principal series representation attached to the characters χ 1 and χ 2 , defined whenever χ 1 /χ 2 = | · | ±1 . The representation denoted St is the irreducible infinite-dimensional quotient of Ind G B 1 (unnormalized induction), where B ⊂ G is the subgroup of upper-triangular matrices. The supercuspidal representations of G are induced from certain finite-dimensional characters τ of compact-mod-center subgroups K ⊂ G; these will be reviewed in §3.1. We have written ω τ for the central character of τ . If f is a p-new eigenform, the automorphic form φ f constructed above is a new vector for π f,p for every prime p. One checks that λ(π f,p ) = a p (f )/p (k−1)/2 . In particular, if p ∤ N then π f,p ∼ = π(χ 1 , χ 2 ) with χ 1 and χ 2 the unramified characters whose values at p are {α/p (k−1)/2 , β/p (k−1)/2 }, for α and β the roots of
2.3. Twisting. In this section we make an important reduction, which in particular will allow us to immediately dispose of the non-supercuspidal cases of Problem 1.1.
Definition 2.5. We say π is primitive if r(π) ≤ r (π ⊗ (ψ • det)) for any character ψ of Q × p . The principal series representation π(χ 1 , χ 2 ) is primitive if and only if (up to exchanging χ 1 and χ 2 ) the character χ 2 is unramified, in which case the conductor of π(χ 1 , χ 2 ) equals the conductor of χ 1 . Similarly, St ⊗χ is primitive if and only if χ is unramified, in which case it has conductor 1 and unramified central character.
The notions of twisting by a character and of primitivity have the following global analogues. For f ∈ S k (Γ 1 (N ), ε) a new eigenform, and µ a Dirichlet character modulo M , the twist f µ is the modular form (of level at most N M 2 ) whose Fourier coefficients are given by a n (f µ ) = µ(n)a n (f ). We write f ⊗µ for the unique newform whose pth Fourier coefficient is µ(p)a p (f ) for all but finitely many primes p; this may have level smaller than N M 2 . Then f ⊗ µ is the newform corresponding to the automorphic representation π f ⊗ (ψ • det), where ψ is the adelic character corresponding to µ as in §2.1.
Later we will need the following technical observation:
Lemma 2.6. Let f be a newform of weight k ≥ 2, and let p be prime. If there exists a nontrivial character χ of p-power conductor such that f ⊗ χ = f , then χ is quadratic with χ(−1) = −1.
Proof. If f is a newform of weight k ≥ 2 and f does not have CM, then the set of primes ℓ such that a ℓ (f ) = 0 is well known to have density zero. If f ⊗ χ = f , then we must have a ℓ (f ) = 0 for all ℓ such that χ(ℓ) = 1; so if χ is nontrivial, f must be CM, and χ the unique quadratic character corresponding to the CM field of f . In particular, χ(−1) = −1.
Definition 2.7. [AL78, p.236] The newform f is p-primitive if the p-part of its level is minimal among all its twists.
Clearly, f is p-primitive if and only if π f,p is a primitive representation of G. If f is p-primitive, then its pth Fourier coefficient, its central character and its weight already determine π f,p completely, unless π f,p is supercuspidal: (1) If r ≥ 1 and the conductor of ω p is p r , then π ∼ = π(χ 1 , χ 2 ), where 
Corollary 2.9. Suppose π f,p is not supercuspidal. Let χ be any character such that f ⊗ χ is p-primitive. Then π f,p is determined up to isomorphism by ε, χ, k, and
Hence it is the supercuspidal cases that are most interesting.
Supercuspidal Representations
3.1. Generalities on cuspidal types. Let π be a supercuspidal representation of G = GL 2 (Q p ). Then, by the induction theorem of [BH06, §15.5], π arises by induction from a finite-dimensional character of an (explicit) open subgroup K ⊂ G which contains the center Z of G and for which K/Z is compact. The following definition is not standard but is well-suited for our purposes:
Definition 3.1. A cuspidal type is a pair (K, τ ), where K is a maximal compactmod-center subgroup of G and τ is a finite-dimensional character of K such that Ind G K τ is an irreducible supercuspidal representation of G. Up to conjugacy, there are two maximal compact-mod-center subgroups of G: one is Q × p GL 2 (Q p ), and the other is the normalizer in G of an Iwahori subgroup
We will refer to these as the unramified and ramified maximal compact-mod-center subgroups, respectively.
In either case, K comes along with a natural filtration by normal subgroups. Let
Definition 3.2. Let (K, τ ) be a cuspidal type. The level of (K, τ ) is the least integer n ≥ 0 for which τ factors through
Theorem 3.3. Every irreducible supercuspidal representation of G arises from a cuspidal type (K, τ ). If K is ramified, then one may take the level of τ to be even.
Proof. For a proof that every irreducible supercuspidal representation arises from a cuspidal type, see [BH06] , §15.8. There an exhaustive list of cuspidal types (K, τ ) is given; these cuspidal types are classified according to which "simple strata" they contain. For the definition of simple stratum, see [BH06] , §13.1 and §13.2. In the definition of ramified simple stratum (A, n, α) appearing in §13.1, the integer n is required to be odd; in our notation, the level of any τ containing such a stratum has level n + 1, which is therefore even.
We remark that in [BCDT01] , a concise list of pairs (K, τ ) is given for which Ind G K τ exhausts the set of isomorphism classes of supercuspidal representations, at least in the case of p odd.
Proposition 3.4. Let (K, τ ) be a primitive cuspidal type of level n. Let r be the conductor of Ind
Proof. The relationship between the level of (K, τ ) and the conductor of Ind
3.2. The restriction of a cuspidal representation to a compact-mod-center subgroup. Suppose f is a p-primitive cusp form for which one has determined (using Prop. 2.8, say) that the local component π f,p is supercuspidal. By Thm. 3.3, there exists a cuspidal type (K, τ ) for which π f,p = Ind G K τ . The subgroup K is determined (up to conjugacy in GL 2 (Z p )) by the parity of the exponent of p in the conductor of f . Therefore to complete the solution to Problem. 1.1 it suffices to compute a model for the K-module τ . We shall see how to compute τ in Thm. 4.4. In preparation for this we shall need to gather some purely local results on supercuspidal representations of GL 2 (Q p ).
We will have use for an old result of Casselman, see Theorem 3 of [Cas73b] and its proof. For the moment, let Γ(p m ) ⊂ GL 2 (Z p ) denote the group of matrices congruent to the identity modulo p m (this agrees with K m if K is unramified). For a ring R, let N (R) ⊂ GL 2 (R) be the unipotent subgroup 1 R 1 .
Theorem 3.5. Let π be a primitive cuspidal representation of conductor p r , and let m = ⌊(r + 1)/2⌋. Then π Let (K, τ ) be a primitive cuspidal type, and let π = Ind G K τ . We will use Casselman's theorem to construct a model of τ inside of π.
Theorem 3.6. Let p r be the conductor of π, let v be a new vector for π, and let w be the vector
Proof. First observe that (1) and (2) implies (3). Indeed, since π is induced from τ , and τ is fixed by K n , we see that π
Kn contains a K-module isomorphic to τ . But by (1) and (2), π Kn = W is already an irreducible K-module, which forces W ≈ τ . Therefore it suffices to prove (1) and (2).
First suppose r = 2n is even, so that
The vector w has the property that Kn . Furthermore, the action of B(Z p ) on W is irreducible (since it acts transitively on the set of characters of N (Z p ) inside W ). Hence the action of K on W is also irreducible, as required. Now suppose that K is ramified, so that r is odd: Write r = 2m − 1 and n = 2m − 2. We have that 
Therefore if π is a primitive supercuspidal representation of conductor r, then π Up is stabilized by the group
1 .
(mod p r ). We will need the following corollary to Thm. 3.6.
which is isomorphic to a direct sum of finitely many copies of π Up . Let v ∈ V be a nonzero vector with the property that §18] ). An admissible pair is a pair (E, θ), where E/Q p is a tamely ramified extension and θ is a character E × → Q × . These must satisfy the conditions:
(1) χ does not factor through the norm map N E/Qp : E × → Q × p , and (2) If E/Q p is ramified, then the restriction χ|U 1 E must not factor through N E/Qp .
We say that (E, θ) and (E ′ , θ ′ ) are equivalent if there is an isomorphism ι : For p = 2 this construction gives a bijection between admissible pairs (up to equivalence) and cuspidal types (up to isomorphism); if p = 2 then the admissible pairs correspond to a subset of the cuspidal types. We will need the following formula describing the trace of the representation (K, τ ):
Definition 3.9. An element α ∈ E × is minimal if:
(1) E/Q p is unramified and
(2) E/Q p is ramified and α has odd valuation.
Theorem 3.10. Let (K, τ ) be a primitive cuspidal type of level n corresponding to an admissible pair (E, θ), and let α ∈ E × be a minimal element. Let s ∈ Gal(E/Q p ) be the nontrivial automorphism. Then
where ι = (−1) (n−1) if E/Q p is unramified and ι = 1 otherwise.
Proof. See [Wei09] , proof of Lemma 2.2.
Remark 3.11. Suppose (E, θ) is an admissible pair, and let π θ = Ind G K τ be the corresponding supercuspidal representation of GL 2 (Q p ). By local class field theory one can view θ as a character of the Weil group W E . Let σ θ = Ind E/Qp θ; the conditions on θ in definition 3.8 ensure that σ is an irreducible representation of W Qp .
It is not the case that π θ and σ θ correspond under the local Langlands correspondence. Rather, there is a character ∆ θ of E × of order dividing 4 for which π θ∆ θ and σ θ correspond. If E/Q p is unramified then ∆ θ is the unramified quadratic character. If E/Q p is ramified then ∆ θ is a normalized Gauss sum, c.f. [BH06] , §34.4.
Modular symbols
(1) S k (Γ, Q) is a finite-dimensional Q-vector space, equipped with an action of the Hecke algebra H = H(GL + 2 (Q)//Γ); (2) Given an algorithm to determine whether or not a given g ∈ SL 2 (Z) lies in Γ, there are algorithms that will calculate a basis for S k (Γ, Q) and the matrix of the Hecke operator [ΓxΓ] on S k (Γ, Q) for any given x ∈ GL + 2 (Q); (3) There is a perfect pairing between
, with respect to which the action of H is self-adjoint;
The subgroups Γ we shall consider will all be of the form
where H is some subgroup of (Z/N Z) × . A highly optimised implementation 1 of modular symbol algorithms for these level groups is included in the software package [Sag] .
If f is a new eigenform of level N , and the character ε of f is trivial on the subgroup H, then f ∈ S k (Γ H (N )), and hence there is a two-dimensional eigenspace Proposition 4.1. Let the conductor of ε p be p c , and let u = min(⌊r/2⌋, r − c). 
Proof. The first part follows from results in [AL78, §3].
For the second part, let X f be the span of the translates of f by 1 p −u Z 0 1 .
It is immediate that the span of the twists of f is contained in X f . For the reverse inclusion: if c = r, or if r = 1 and c = 0, then u = 0 so there is nothing to prove; so we may assume that this is not the case. Then since f is a new eigenform, we must have a n (f ) = 0 whenever p | n. Hence a basis for X f is given by the series n=i mod p u a n q n where i runs through (Z/p u Z) × , and each such series is clearly a linear combination of twists of f by Dirichlet characters modulo p u . This proves the reverse inclusion.
We now construct a space of modular symbols which "sees" all of the relevant twists of f . Let H N be any subgroup of (Z/N Z) × contained in the kernel of ε N , and let H p be the subgroup of (Z/p r Z) × which is the kernel of reduction modulo
Definition 4.2. The type space X + f is the subspace of S k (Γ) spanned by the translates of the plus eigensymbol σ
If g is a newform in S k (Γ 1 (M ) for some M | N p r , whose character is trivial on H, we write S k (Γ)[g] for the subspace of S k (Γ) on which the Hecke operators T m for (m, N p) = 1 act as multiplication by a m (g). Just as with spaces of modular forms, we have a decomposition
where the summands are respectively spanned by the spaces S k (Γ)[g] for g of plevel < p r and p-level exactly p r respectively; these two spaces can be explicitly computed using degeneracy maps, as in [Ste07, §8.6].
The following is a consequence of Prop. 4.1.
Proposition 4.3. Let f ∈ S k (Γ) be a newform of level N p r , and let g ∈ S k (Γ) be a newform whose level divides N p r . The following are equivalent:
(1) There exists a Dirichlet character χ of p-power conductor with g = f ⊗ χ.
In particular, f is p-primitive if and only if
Hence the type space X + f allows us to determine algorithmically whether or not f is p-primitive.
4.3.
The type space and cuspidal pairs. When f is p-primitive and π f,p is supercuspidal, then in fact X + f tells us considerably more about π f,p , as we shall show. As we have seen from Prop. 2.8, if π f,p is primitive and supercuspidal then we have c ≤ ⌊r/2⌋, so H p is the subgroup of elements of Z/p r Z which are 1 modulo p ⌊r/2⌋ . As in § 3.1, let K denote either the unramified or the ramified maximal compactmodulo-centre subgroup of G = GL 2 (Q p ), for r even or odd respectively, and let S(K) denote the intersection of K with SL 2 (Q p ). We observe that K is generated by S(K) along with the following subgroups and elements:
LetS(K) denote the subgroup of GL 2 (Q p ) generated by S(K) and the single matrix pI 2 or Π as K is unramified or ramified, respectively. ThenS(K) normalises the subgroup S(K n ) = K n ∩ SL 2 (Q p ).
The closure of Γ in SL 2 (Q p ) is β −1 S(K n )β, where β = p ⌊r/2⌋ 1 is the matrix from Thm. 3.6 and n is the integer determined by Prop. 3.4. As S(K n ) is normal inS(K), this allows us to define an action ρ :S(K) → GL(S k (Γ)). This action may be described concretely as follows. For α ∈S(K) and σ ∈ S k (Γ), let α = a b c d ∈ GL 2 (Q) be a matrix with integer entries satisfying β normalizes Γ, and we may define
Note that in the case of K ramified, the operator ρ(Π) is ε N (p ⌊r/2⌋ ) · W p r , where W p r is the Atkin-Lehner operator; this follows from [AL78, proposition 1.1].
The next theorem plays a crucial role in the determination of the local component of a newform when that component is supercuspidal. (1) The space X + f is preserved by the action ρ ofS(K) on S k (Γ H (N p r )).
(2) In fact, there exists a unique action ρ f :
In particular, the central character of ρ f is ω Proof. We define operators R χ , Σ and m p in End S k (Γ H (N p r )) as follows. For a Dirichlet character χ modulo p ⌊r/2⌋ , define
Let Σ = 1 0 0 −1 be the star involution. Finally, for m ∈ Z relatively prime to N p, let m p ∈ (Z/N p ⌊r/2⌋ Z) × denote the unique element congruent to 1 (mod N ) and m (mod p ⌊r/2⌋ ). We gather the following elementary commutation relations: f ⊗χ ) lies in the eigenspace
where ε p is the p-part of the character of f ; and (4.3.4) implies that it is a Σ-eigenvector with eigenvalue ε p (−1)χ(−1). Thus X + f is closed under the action of W p r . 4.4. Shimura curves. The type space X + f admits an action of the groupS(K), which we intend to extend to an action of K, the maximal compact-mod-center subgroup of GL 2 (Q p ). For this we must perform a comparison between two sorts of objects. On the one hand, we have the space of modular symbols S k (Γ H (N p r )), which is amenable to computation and which admits an action by an "SL 2 group". On the other hand, there is the cohomology space of a (usually disconnected) Shimura curve, which has a direct interpretation in terms of automorphic representations and which admits an action by a "GL 2 group".
We recall the setup of Thm. 4.4. Let p be prime, r ≥ 2 and integer, and N ≥ 1 an integer prime to p. Let
× be the kernel of reduction modulo p ⌊r/2⌋ , and let 
Thus if U = ℓ U ℓ is the obvious decomposition into open subgroups U ℓ ⊂ GL 2 (Z ℓ ), then U p is as in Eq. (3.2.1). That is, U p is conjugate in GL 2 (Q p ) to K n , where K is unramified (resp., ramified) and r = 2n (resp., n + 1) as n is even (resp., odd).
We write H + for the usual upper half plane, and H ± for C\R. Let Sh U be the Shimura curve of level U :
We have U ∩ GL 2 (Q) = Γ. Therefore the connected components of Sh U are in bijection withẐ × / det U = (Z/p ⌊n/2⌋ ) × , and each connected component is isomorphic to the modular curve Y (Γ).
Fix a weight k ≥ 2, and let V = Sym k−2 C 2 be the (k − 2)-fold symmetric power of the tautological representation of GL 2 (Q). We write L k for the corresponding vector bundle on Sh U . The following theorem relates the cohomology of L k to automorphic representations arising from newforms of level Γ:
is the automorphic representation corresponding to f , g is the Lie algebra of GL 2 (R), and K ∞ ⊂ GL 2 (R) is a maximal compact subgroup. For each f , the Lie algebra cohomology
Proof. For the decomposition of
Recall the group K ′ of Eq. (3.2.2): K ′ contains U p as a normal subgroup, so there is a natural action K ′ → Aut Sh U .
4.5. Modular symbols on Sh U . We have a decomposition of Sh U into connected components:
where a runs over a set of representatives forẐ × / det U and Y (Γ) a is the (isomorphic) image of Y (Γ) under the map induced by z → a 1 , z . The group K ′ acts on Sh U , and the stabilizer of any component is
Let S k (U ) be the space of cuspidal modular symbols of weight k on Sh U . Thus S k (U ) is the direct sum of copies of S k (Γ) indexed by a as in Eq. (4.5.1). The space S k (U ) admits an action ρ : K ′ → GL(S k (U )) as well as an action of the Hecke algebra.
Let f ∈ S k (Γ) be a p-primitive newform of level N p r , and let σ + f ∈ S k (Γ) be a plus eigensymbol for f . Let
Then the Hecke operators act on η 
cuspidal pair and Ind
is perfect and equivariant for the actions of both the Hecke algebra and the group 
The algorithm
We now use the above results to describe an explicit algorithm to determine π f,p , given a new eigenform f ∈ S k (Γ 1 (N p r ), ε) with r ≥ 1 (specified by the sequence of Hecke eigenvalues a ℓ (f ) for ℓ ∤ N , as elements of some number field).
Step 1: Check whether a p (f ) = 0. If a p (f ) = 0, then by Thm. 2.8, one of the following must hold:
• The p-part of the conductor of ε is p r . In this case, π f,p is isomorphic to the principal series π(χ 1 , χ 2 ), where χ 1 is the unramified character with χ 1 (p) = a p (f )/p 1−k 2 , and χ 2 is the unique character such that χ 2 | Zp = ε −1 p and χ 2 (p) = ε N (p)/χ 1 (p), where ε p and ε N are respectively the p-part and the prime-to-p-part of ε.
• r = 1 and the conductor of ε is prime to p. In this case,
, and π f,p is isomorphic to the special representation St ⊗χ, where χ is the unramified character with
2 . If a p (f ) = 0, we continue to step 2.
Step 2: Calculate a basis for the space of modular symbols S k (Γ H (N p r )) of §4.1. Calculate the matrices representing the action on this space of the star involution Σ and the Hecke operators T ℓ for primes ℓ = p up to the Sturm bound. Use these to calculate the plus eigensymbol σ + f attached to f , by intersecting the kernels of Σ − 1 and T ℓ − a ℓ (f ) until a 1-dimensional space is obtained.
Step 3: Calculate the subspace X
Step 4: Calculate the matrices of the two degeneracy maps from
, where H ′ is the image of H modulo N p r−1 . The sum of the images of X + f is a Hecke-invariant subspace; if it is nonzero, then it contains an eigenform, which corresponds to a twist f ′ of f having level N p r−1 . In this case, go back to step 1 with f ′ in place of f . If this does not occur, we may continue to step 5 knowing that f is p-primitive.
Step 5: Compute the matrix of ρ(g) acting on X + f for each g in a set of generators for the groupS(K)/S(K n ), where the groupsS(K) and S(K n ) and the representation ρ are as defined in §4.3. One may take the set of generators to be 1 1 0
for K ramified (where a is any generator of (Z/pZ) × ); note that ρ 1 1 0 1 has been computed in the course of step 3.
Step 6: For each a running through a set of generators of Z there will be a unique system λ a of such operators which each fix σ + f . Let ρ f be the unique extension of ρ to K which satisfies ρ f (δ a ) = λ a for each a.
Step 7: Output the representation (K, ρ f ). By Thm. 4.4 we have π f,p ∼ = Ind GL2(Qp) Kρ f .
Examples
Example 1. Let f be the newform q − q 2 + q 3 + q 4 + . . . of weight 2 and level 50, and take p = 5. Since a p (f ) = 0, we proceed to step 2. We find that the subgroup Γ = Γ H (50), where H consists of the elements of (Z/50Z) × that are 1 (mod 5), has index 360 in SL 2 (Z), and the space S 2 (Γ) has dimension 31. Continuing to step 3, we find that X + f is 4-dimensional. At step 4, we find that X + f is contained in the 18-dimensional subspace that is the intersection of the kernels of the two degeneracy maps to level 10. Thus f is indeed 5-primitive.
Since the exponent of 5 in the conductor of f is even, the group K = Q Either by a direct modular symbol computation, or (more efficiently) by expressing the conjugated generators as words in the original generators and using the matrices already computed, we find that these two elements act by
A straightforward computation shows that the space of matrices such that xA i = A ′ i x for i = 1, 2 is 1-dimensional, spanned by the matrix
As mentioned above, the first vector in our basis of X Example 2. Let λ be any root of x 4 + 9 = 0. Then λ 2 /3 is a square root of −1; we denote this by i. Then there is an eigenform f ∈ S 3 (Γ 1 (25)) with q-expansion
whose character is the unique character χ modulo 5 mapping 2 to i. Then, since χ generates the group of characters modulo 5, a basis for X Similarly, one checks that both of the forms of weight 2, trivial character and level 54 correspond to characters of Q 3 ( √ 3).
Example 5. In our final example, we show how our algorithm can give a complete description of the 2-adic Weil-Deligne representation σ f,2 = σ(π f,2 ) : W Q2 → GL 2 (C) attached to a cusp form f when the local component π f,2 is supercuspidal but does not arise from an admissible pair. This means exactly that the image of σ f,2 (W Q2 ) in PGL 2 (C) is not a dihedral group: it must instead be isomorphic to A 4 or S 4 . Weil showed in [Wei74] that the A 4 (tetrahedral) case cannot occur, and that the S 4 (octahedral) cases all arise from the 3-torsion in a handful of elliptic curves defined over Q 2 . Our goal here is to calculate σ f,2 for those representations of octahedral type. Of course, σ f,2 is determined by π f,2 in light of Carayol's theorem. In practice, however, it seems very difficult to pass from π f,2 to σ f,2 in an explicit manner. It is much easier to find a form g arising from one of Weil's elliptic curves for which π f,2 and π g,2 differ by an (explicit) character χ of Q × 2 . Since g arises from an elliptic curve, σ g,2 may be computed directly. Then σ f,2 can be calculated because it differs from σ g,2 by the same character χ.
For example, let f = q − 4q 3 − 2q 5 + 24q 7 + . . . be the unique newform of level 8, weight 4 and trivial character. Our algorithm shows that the type space X + f is the 1-dimensional space spanned by σ + f , and this admits an action of the ramified maximal compact-mod-center subgroup K ⊂ GL 2 (Q p ) through a character ρ f of K. The restriction of ρ f to the Iwahori subgroup is given by ρ f a b 2c d = (−1) b+c . As for the uniformizer Π = 0 1 −2 0 , we have ρ f (Π) = 1. Since ρ f is 1-dimensional, there are no nontrivial characters χ such that ρ ∼ = ρ⊗χ; thus π f,2 is an "exceptional" representation of GL 2 (Q 2 ) in the sense of [BH06, §44.1]. This means that the irreducible Weil-Deligne representation σ f,2 : W Q2 → GL 2 (C) has projective image S 4 . Now let g = q − q 3 − 2q 5 + . . . be the newform corresponding to the unique isogeny class of elliptic curves over Q of conductor 24. One such elliptic curve has Weierstrass equation y 2 = x 3 − x 2 − 4x + 4. We find that ρ g is also one-dimensional; the character ρ g differs from ρ f only in that ρ g (Π) = −1. Thus π f,2 = π g,2 ⊗ χ, where χ is the unramified quadratic character of Q × 2 . This reduces the calculation of ρ f,2 to that of ρ g,2 . Let K = Q 2 (E[3] ). Then Gal(K/Q 2 ) ∼ = GL 2 (F 3 ) ∼ =S4 is the nonsplit double cover of S 4 . TheS 4 -extensions of Q 2 are classified in [Wei74] , §36. The exponent of 2 in the conductor of E is 3, and this is already enough to determine K completely: By the calculations appearing in §6 of [Rio06] , K/Q 2 is the uniqueS 4 -extension whose discriminant has 2-adic valuation 64.
Since ρ g,2 is an irreducible representation of the Weil-Deligne group, we may write σ g,2 = σ ⊗ ψ, where ψ is an unramified character and σ is of "Galois type" (meaning it has finite image, or equivalently that it extends to a continuous representation of Gal(Q 2 /Q 2 )), see [Tat79] , (2.2.1). Here we may take σ to be a representation of W Q2 which factors through a faithful representation Gal(K/Q 2 ) ∼ = GL 2 (F 3 ) ֒→ GL 2 (C). Then σ is unique up to isomorphism. The character ψ sends a Frobenius element Fr to √ −2: this is forced by the relation det σ g,2 (Fr) = 2. These observations determine σ g,2 completely; hence they determine σ f,2 completely as well.
